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Components of a Project1.

In this lesson, you will learn...

1. About the components of a project.
2. Mapping a project.
3. About the sample projects that are used in this course.

In this lesson, we will go over the components of a project that are covered in detail
in this course and present the sample projects that will be used in this course.
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Project Components1.1

The following table shows the components of a project.
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ExplanationComponent

Planning out the process of a project prior to any data entry is essential
to the smooth implementation of a project plan. Although this is not
a project management course, a brief overview of the planning process
will be beneficial to the understanding of Microsoft Project. This is
a very simple overview and further study into the complete process
is suggested.

Planning
Phase

• Stakeholder assessment - The process of making sure all parties
involved in a project are able to give proper details about their
individual roles, needs, and thoughts on the project.

• Project lead reviews the assessment in order to organize the
information into initial phases. These phases are then broken
down into manageable details that may have durations, resources,
and relationships to the other detailed tasks.

Adding tasks to your project is a key part of managing a project. We
will go over how tasks are handled and you will learn how to do the
following in Microsoft Project 2016:

Tasks

• Set the start date.
• Create a project calendar.
• Enter and manage tasks including duration and start and finish

dates for tasks.
• Create subtasks.
• Link tasks.
• Auto schedule and manually schedule tasks and understand the

difference between the two.
• Create summary and milestone tasks.
• Add notes to tasks.

Managing resources is another key component of managing projects.
We will go over the various types of resources and you will learn how
to do the following:

Resources

• Add resources to a project.
• Assign resources to tasks.
• Add information and notes about resources.

The next step is learning to manage a project using Microsoft Project
2016. You will learn the following:

Managing a
Project

• Various ways to view a project.
• To review a project.
• To set a baseline.
• To update a project.
• To create reports for a project.
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Mapping a Project1.2

In the beginning of the planning phase, you will need to assess and evaluate the
steps and procedures of a project. One way of making sure all of the details are
covered is to "map" the process in a flowchart.

There are two schools of thought on flowchart technique. One is to think of all of
the details and then combine them into bigger phases (bottom up). The second is to
plan out the big phases and then fill in the details (top down). Either technique is
fine; it's just a matter of perspective.

The actual tools used to build the flowchart could range from Microsoft Visio, down
to a simple pen and paper. Whatever the technology used, the act of thinking out
the details in an organized manner will help you better understand the process and
ensure a smooth rollout of your project.

The map that you build will also be very useful as you create the process in Microsoft
Project.
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Mapping a ProjectExercise 1
15 to 25 minutes

In this exercise, you will choose a topic, such as Planning a Book Launch, and
determine the major stakeholders, time frame, and available resources. Once we
know these pieces of the puzzle, we may then begin to plan out the "map" of our
project. See exercise case study for details of the project you will be mapping.

1. Using a Top Down, or Bottom Up process, create a list of tasks.
2. Use the template provided (ClassFiles/Project Components/Exercises/MapTem

plate.xlsx) to plan the project. Fill in all of the known pieces of data.
3. Organize the tasks in logical order and assign the resources, task types, and

other pertinent details.
4. Save the file and keep it available as you will want to reference and fine-tune

the plan as the class progresses.
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Exercise Solution

1. Open the template file. (ClassFiles/Project Components/Exercises/MapTemplate.xlsx).
2. Read the case studies and fill out as much as you feel needed to create the project.
3. See  Project Components/Solutions/MapTemplateDONE.xlsx for one possible solution.
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Demo and Exercise Projects Used in This Course1.3

Throughout the course, you will:

1. Observe your instructor while he or she demonstrates each topic using a sample
project.

2. Practice each step in class exercises using a second sample project.

You will build and manage your sample project gradually over the two days of class.

We will use the sample projects to:

1. Identify the tasks that need to be accomplished.
2. Assign resources to accomplish the tasks.
3. Schedule our project.
4. Assess the progress of our projects at various intervals and milestones.
5. Make adjustments as needed to our projects.
6. Close out our projects when the stated project goals have been achieved.

Demo Case Study

Technology rollout for a paper company. The new division will support 200 users.
The decision has been made to keep the existing servers and conference room
equipment. You are responsible for the upgrade and purchase of each employee's
personal workspace.

Logistics list:

• Phase one (needs assessment, RFQ)
• Phase two (infrastructure upgrade)
• Phase three (equipment purchase, install)
• Phase four (training, support)

Staff:

• Internal staff
5 Information Technology Staff (IT)•

• 1 Branch Manager (BM)
• 4 Maintenance Staff (MS)

• Contractors
Product Vendor (PV)•

• Network Vendor (NV)
• Construction (C)
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Time schedule:

1. Six months to remodel and open office.
2. This is part of a larger remodel of the space.

Exercise case study

Publishing company, specifically the education division, getting ready to roll out a
new book. The author and main content topics have been chosen. You are ready to
start the process beginning with content topics in the form of an outline.

Logistics list:

• Phase one (content assessment, outline approval)
• Phase two (content research, development, editor review, subject matter review)
• Phase three (media assessment, conversion of content to media types, editor

review)
• Phase four (marketing assessment, production, delivery of product to market)

Staff:

• Internal staff
4 Writers (W)•

• 2 Subject Matter Experts (SME)
• 2 Editors (E)
• 2 Interns (I)
• 1 Programmer (P)

• Contractors
Print Vendor (PV)•

• Marketing Firm (MF)

Time schedule:

• Six months to place book on the market.

Conclusion1.4
In this lesson, you learned:

• About the components of a project.
• About mapping a project.
• About the sample projects that are used in this course.
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Exercise Solution

The steps to complete this exercise are as follows:

1. Open Planning a Book Launch.mpp.
2. On the Project tab, in the Properties group, click Change Working Time.

3. In the Change Working Time dialog box, click Create New Calendar.
4. In the Create New Base Calendar dialog box:

Select Create new base calendar.A.
B. In the Name field, type "Book Launch calendar".
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C. Click OK.
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5. Back in the Change Working Time dialog box, select the Work Weeks tab and click the
Details button.
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6. In the Details for dialog box:
A. Click on Monday, hold down the Shift key, and then click on Friday.
B. Select the Set day(s) to these specific working times option.
C. Click in the cell in the From column and type "9:00 AM".
D. Click in the cell in the To column and type "5:00 PM".
E. Click in the second row and press Delete.

F. Click OK.
7. Back in the Change Working Time dialog box, click OK.
8. On the Project tab, in the Properties group, click Project Information.
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9. From the Calendar drop-down list, select "Book Launch calendar".

10. Click OK.
11. Right-click in the timeline area and choose Timescale...

12. Click on the Non-working time tab, choose Book Launch calendar (Project Calendar)
from the Calendar drop-down.

13. Click OK. The Timeline view now reflects the custom working and non-working times of
your custom calendar.

Calendars may also be added to Tasks and Resources. These topics will be covered later in the
course.
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Conclusion3.5
In this lesson, you learned:

• About setting start and finish dates.
• How to change a project calendar.
• How to format the timeline view of the Gantt chart.
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Working with Tasks4.

In this lesson, you will learn...

1. To enter tasks.
2. To enter durations.
3. About start and finish dates.
4. To create subtasks.
5. About auto-scheduled and manually scheduled tasks.
6. To link tasks.
7. To create summary and milestone tasks.
8. To add notes to tasks.

This lesson will introduce you to how tasks are used in Project 2016.

Creating a Task4.1

To enter tasks, go to the Task tab and do the following:

1. In the first empty Task Name cell, type the task name.

2. Press Enter. Project places your cursor on the next line for quick entry of a list
of tasks.
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We will enter the first group of tasks for our Technology Rollout demonstration
project.

Creating Summary Tasks

Now we want to organize the tasks entered thus far under the heading "Phase One"
and make these tasks subtasks of that heading. The heading represents a summary
task. To create a summary task:

1. Select all tasks that will be subtasks of the summary task.
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2. In the Insert group, click Summary.

Project 2016 inserts a new summary task and indents its subtasks.

3. In the new summary task cell, type a name for the summary task. We will name
this summary task "Phase One".

4. Press Enter.

Entering Durations4.2

Next, we will enter task durations in the Duration column. For quick entry of
durations, we can type a number and an abbreviation. Project is intuitive and will
translate d as days, h as hours, m as minutes, mo as months, and w or wk as weeks.

Best practice is to enter your durations in Hours, not negotiable Days. One of the
biggest challenges of building a project is breaking the individual tasks down to
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consumable, measurable items that you may then assign a resource to in the future.

Elapsed durations span a 24-hour clock; they do not factor in working and
nonworking time. Elapsed durations are used for processes that most likely will not
have a person assigned to perform the task; for example, waiting for survey results.

Lead and lag time are also ways to factor "waiting" time into a project plan. Lag is
measured with a positive number and lead is measured with a negative number.

When entering tasks, it is sometimes necessary to indent and outdent  to create
summary tasks which roll up and hide the details and to have a total of days for each
phase of the project.

Auto-scheduled summary tasks will automatically update the duration of the summary
task to the longest duration in the subtask list.

To enter task durations:

1. Click in the Duration column in the cell next to the first task.
2. Type the duration. For our Survey staff for technology needs task, we will type

"1 wk" and press Enter. Project interprets "wk" as "week" for us.

We will enter the rest of the tasks for our demonstration project, Technology Rollout.
Tasks can be copied from existing lists in Notepad, Excel, or another program.
Watch and follow along as your instructor copies and pastes the rest of the tasks
from an Excel spreadsheet. An Excel spreadsheet with the list of tasks is located at
ClassFiles/Tasks/Demos/Tasks for Technology Rollout.xlsx.

Watch as your instructor demonstrates these steps. Note that when your instructor
adds the next group of tasks it will be necessary to outdent each summary task to
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align it properly with the Phase One tasks. This happens because Project picks up
the formatting and outlining from the previous line as you type new tasks.
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Enter Tasks and DurationsExercise 8
15 to 25 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice entering tasks by entering all the tasks and durations
for the exercise project, Planning a Book Launch.

1. Open Planning a Book Launch.mpp which you saved in the previous lesson.
2. Using the information in the table below and what we have learned about

entering tasks, creating summary tasks, and entering durations, do the following:
A. Enter the subtasks.
B. Create summary tasks.
C. Enter the durations for each subtask. (Do not enter durations for the

summary tasks.)
3. Save the project.

DurationTask NameTask Type

Phase OneSummary

3 daysContent AssessmentSubtask

1 wkOutline SubmissionSubtask

2 daysOutline ApprovalSubtask

Phase TwoSummary

2 wksContent ResearchSubtask

3 wksContent DevelopmentSubtask

2 wksContent EditsSubtask

2 wksContent ReviewSubtask

Phase ThreeSummary

1 wkMedia Research OptionsSubtask

3 wksContent Conversion for MediaSubtask

1 wkFinal Content ReviewSubtask

Phase FourSummary

1 wkMarketing PlanSubtask

2 wksProductionSubtask

1 wkDelivery of Book to MarketSubtask
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Exercise Solution

The steps to complete this exercise are:

1. Open Planning a Book Launch.mpp.
2. On the Task tab, click in the first empty cell in the Task Name column.

3. Type the subtasks as listed in the table, pressing Enter after each entry to move to the next
row.

4. Select the subtasks of Phase One (rows 2-4).
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5. Click the Indent Task icon. Indenting the tasks below Phase One makes Phase One the
summary task.

6. Select the subtasks of Phase Two (rows 6-9).
7. Click the Indent Task icon.
8. Repeat the process for the subtasks of Phase Three (rows 11-13) and Phase Four (rows 15-17).
9. Next, enter the duration for each subtask. Do not enter durations for the summary tasks.

When you finish, your task list should look like this.

10. Save your project.
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Scheduling Tasks4.3

Start and finish dates are automatically calculated as you enter durations for
auto-scheduled tasks.

Because our tasks are set to be auto scheduled, the Start and Finish columns are
filled in for us. If tasks were set for manual scheduling, these columns would be
blank.

In our demonstration project, Technology Rollout, we will practice setting a task to
be manually scheduled:

1. In the Task Mode column, select the cell that corresponds to the task you want
to manually schedule.

2. Click the arrow and select "Manually Scheduled" from the drop-down list.

Notice that the icon has changed to a pushpin.

3. To change the task back to automatic scheduling, click the arrow and select
"Auto Scheduled" from the drop-down list.

The benefits of auto scheduling include:

1. Project 2016 populates the Start and Finish columns based on the values
entered in the Duration column.

2. Allows Project to help manage the project schedule.

By default, Project 2016 manually schedules tasks. This allows you the freedom to
guess at dates and durations if you do not know them yet; you can even type a note
rather than a value. The traditional way to schedule a project is using auto scheduling.
Setting the scheduling of new tasks to default to automatic as described in the
"Calendar" lesson is highly recommended.
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Set a Task to Manual SchedulingExercise 9
5 to 10 minutes

In this exercise, you will set a task in your exercise project, Planning a Book Launch,
to be manually scheduled. You should pick up where you left off with the last
exercise in your Planning a Book Launch.mpp file.

1. Set the "Production" task (row 16) to be manually scheduled.
2. Save your project.
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Exercise Solution

Here are the steps to complete the exercise:

1. Open Planning a Book Launch.mpp.
2. Select the Task tab.
3. On row 16, from the Task Mode drop-down list, select "Manually Scheduled".

4. Save the project.
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Milestone Tasks4.4

Milestone tasks are important achievements during the course of a project. Milestone
tasks have a duration of 0.

We will add milestone tasks at the end of each phase in our Technology Rollout
project. These will help organize the plan and can be used as bridges to subsequent
phases. Milestone tasks do not typically have a resource assigned or a budget item
associated with them.

To add milestone tasks to the Technology Rollout project:

1. Select the row after the last subtask in Phase One (row 7).
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2. On the Task tab, in the Insert group, click Milestone.

A new row is added showing "<New Milestone>" in the Task Name column.

3. Type the name of the milestone task, "Phase One Complete".
4. Press Enter.

Watch and follow along as your instructor finishes adding milestones to the end of
each phase.
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Add a Milestone TaskExercise 10
5 to 10 minutes

In this exercise, you will add milestone tasks to the Planning a Book Launch project.
You can pick up where you left off in your Planning a Book Launch.mpp file.

1. Add milestone tasks to indicate the completion of each phase of the project.
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Exercise Solution

To complete the exercise, follow the steps below.

1. Select the row after the last subtask in Phase One (row 5).
2. On the Task tab, in the Insert group, click Milestone.

3. Type the name of the milestone task, "Phase One Complete".
4. Press Enter.
5. Repeat these steps for the remaining phases.

6. Save the project.
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Linking Tasks4.5

Linking is how we indicate which tasks are associated and dependent on each other.
There are several link relationships available in Project 2016.

Suppose Task B depends on Task A. The following link relationships are possible:

• Finish to Start (FS) - Task B cannot begin until Task A is finished. This is
the default task link type. Because it is the default, when the Predecessors
column contains only a task number you can assume the link is type FS.

• Finish to Finish (FF) - Task B cannot finish until Task A finishes. Task B can
be finished at any time after Task A finishes; they do not need to finish at the
same time. This link type is indicated by FF in the Predecessors column.

• Start to Start (SS) - Task B cannot begin until Task A begins but it can begin
at any time after Task A begins. This link type is indicated by SS in the
Predecessors column.

• Start to Finish (SF) - Task B cannot be finished until Task A begins but it can
be finished at any time after Task A begins. This task link type is rarely used.
This link type is indicated by SF in the Predecessors column.

Lag and lead time allow you to control the timing of the relationship between two
tasks.

• Lag time indicates a waiting period between dependent tasks. Lag time is
represented using a positive (+) value.

• Lead time indicates an overlap between dependent tasks. Lead time is
represented using a negative (-) value.

Lag and lead time are indicated in the Predecessors column of the dependent task
using the predecessor task number followed by the link type followed by + or - and
then the lag or lead time value. For example, suppose the Predecessors column of
row 9 contains "8FS-1wk". This means that task 9 can begin 1 week before task 8
is scheduled to be finished.

In the Technology Rollout project, we will link tasks using relationship types.
Because the Compile survey results task cannot start until the Survey staff for
technology needs task ends, we can link the tasks to indicate the dependency.

To link these tasks:
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1. Select the Survey staff for technology needs task (row 2), press and hold Ctrl,
then click the Compile survey results task (row 3).

2. On the Task tab, in the Schedule group, click the Link Tasks icon.

Note that the order in which you select the cells is important. The first cell you
select is the predecessor of the second cell you select.

The link is indicated in the Predecessors column. Project now shows that the task
on row 3 depends on row 2 being completed before it can start.

If the Predecessors column is not visible, simply move the divider separating the
task sheet from the Gantt chart to the right until you see the Predecessors column.

The task in row 10 of the Technology Rollout project, Install panel, cannot start
until the task in row 9, Pull/install cable, starts. For this dependency, we need to
change the dependency type.

To change the dependency type:
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1. Locate row 10 and click in the Predecessors column.
2. Type "9SS". (Since the start of task 10 depends on the start of task 9, we use

an SS relationship.

Watch and follow along as your instructor continues to demonstrate task linking by
creating the dependencies shown in the table below.
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PredecessorsTask Name

Phase One

Survey staff for technology needs

2Compile survey results

3Send RFQ to vendors

4Compare quotes

5Order material

6Phase One Complete

Phase Two

7Pull/install cable

9SSInstall panel

10Connect and test

11Phase Two Complete

Phase Three

12Equipment placed

14Install software/updates

15Phase Three Complete

Phase Four

16Survey staff for training needs

18Compile survey results

19Schedule Sessions

20Training

21Post training survey

22Phase Four Complete
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The "map" of your project will come in handy at this time as you may use it to
compare how each task relates to one another.
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Link TasksExercise 11
15 to 25 minutes

In this exercise, you will link tasks in our exercise project, Planning a Book Launch.

1. Create task dependencies by linking tasks according to the table below.

PredecessorsTask Name

Phase One

Content Assessment

2Outline Submission

3Outline Approval

4Phase One Complete

Phase Two

5Content Research

7Content Development

8FS-1 wkContent Edits

9FS-1 wkContent Review

10Phase Two Complete

Phase Three

10Media Research Options

13Content Conversion for Media

14Final Content Review

15Phase Three Complete

Phase Four

16Marketing Plan

15Production

19Delivery of Book to Market

20Phase Four Complete
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Exercise Solution

The steps to complete this exercise are:

1. Open Planning a Book Launch.mpp.
2. Select the Task tab.
3. Type the dependencies directly into the Predecessors column, ensuring that you match the

predecessors with the correct dependent tasks.
4. When you finish, proofread the entries in the Predecessors column to make sure it matches

the following image:

5. Save your project.
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Adding Notes to Tasks4.6

You can add notes to a task. Task notes can be viewed from the task sheet and can
be printed. Besides text, notes can include images and other files.

We will add a note in the Technology Rollout project on the Send RFQ to Vendors
task indicating that the vendors want to be notified of the quote by email and fax.
The note will remind those involved to send both.

When adding a note, it's good to use an identifier such as initials and date to keep
track of who added the note and when it was added.

We will add a note with the following text: "TB_3-8-2016: Send by email and fax."

1. In the task sheet, select the Send RFQ to vendors task.
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2. On the Task tab, in the Properties group, click Notes.

3. In the Task Information dialog box, type "TB_3-8-2016: Send by email and
fax."

4. Click OK.

Notes are indicated by a note icon in the Info column. Hover over the note icon to
view the note. Longer notes can be viewed by double-clicking the icon.
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Add a Note to a TaskExercise 12
5 to 10 minutes

In this exercise, you will add a note to a task in the Planning a Book Launch project.

1. Add the following note to the Outline Approval task: "TB_3-10-2016: Make
sure each editor signs off on the outline."
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Exercise Solution

The steps to complete this exercise are:

1. Open Planning a Book Launch.mpp.
2. In the task sheet, select the Outline Approval task.
3. On the Task tab, in the Properties group, click Notes.

4. In the Task Information dialog box, type "TB_3-10-2016: Make sure each editor signs off
on the outline."

5. Click OK.
6. Check that the note appears in the Info column. You may Double Click to see details.
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7. Save the project.
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Add a Calendar to a Task4.7

Individual Tasks may have a calendar attached to help control the timing of that
task later on when resources are assigned and demands are made of the task.

To add a Calendar to a Task:

1. Double-click to open the Task Information dialog box.
2. Click the Advanced tab.
3. Locate the Calendar drop-down in the bottom portion of the dialog box. Choose

a custom calendar from the list.
4. Click OK.

Our class project will not be using any Task calendars at this time.
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Optional Follow-up Exercise: Add to Your "Map"Exercise 13
15 to 25 minutes

In this exercise, you will add task dependency to the map of your topic. Please
include any Lead/Lag time that you may feel would help the project.

1. Use the template provided (ClassFiles/Project Components/Exercises/MapTem
plate.xlsx) or you may open your Map from earlier in the course. Add any
missing data or use this as an opportunity to revise the data to enhance the
project plan. Fill in all of the known pieces of data.

2. Save the file and keep it available as you will want to reference and fine-tune
the plan as the class progresses.
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Exercise Solution

1. Open the template file ClassFiles/Project Components/Exercises/MapTemplate.xlsx.
2. Add and change the tasks and their details as needed.
3. See (ClassFiles/Project Components/Solutions/MapTemplateDONE.xlsx) for one possible

solution.
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Optional Exercise: Practice topics covered in lesson 1
thru 4

Exercise 14

30 to 45 minutes

In this exercise, you will create a new project using the following information.

1. Think of a topic, even something as simple as painting a room or a complicated
work-related situation.

2. Create a "map" of the tasks, durations, and relationships between the tasks.
3. Make a new project with a custom calendar, formatted timeline, and a start

date of next Monday.
4. Enter the tasks, durations, and predecessors.
5. Save the project as "DayOnePractice" for a future exercise.
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Exercise Solution

No solution provided. Please ask your instructor to look over your progress.
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Conclusion4.8
In this lesson, you learned:

• To enter tasks.
• To enter the durations of tasks.
• About start and finish dates.
• To create subtasks.
• About auto-scheduled and manually scheduled tasks.
• To link tasks.
• To create summary and milestone tasks.
• To add notes to tasks.
• To add a calendar to a task.
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